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Which return to use for selecting the best mutual funds: Part 2
The final part of this post will be dedicated to just one type of return,
which we think is the most useful and effective of all returns measures.
Rolling Returns of mutual funds
Most investment experts over the world now agree that rolling return
is the most unbiased (by stock market conditions) and effective
performance evaluation metric.
What is Rolling Return?
Rolling returns are the annualized returns of the mutual fund scheme
for specific investment tenures (known as rolling returns periods) on
every day from any start date to the most recent date. For example 3 year rolling returns of a scheme from 1/1/2010 will be the annualized
returns of the scheme from 1/1/2010 to 1/1/2013, 2/1/2010 to
2/1/2013, 3/1/2010 to 3/1/2013 and so on so forth till 31/1/2015 to
31/1/2018 (today’s date). 5 year rolling returns of a scheme from
1/1/2010 will be the annualized returns of the scheme from 1/1/2010
to 1/1/2015, 2/1/2010 to 2/1/2015, 3/1/2010 to 3/1/2015 and so on so
forth till 31/1/2013 to 31/1/2018 (today’s date).

Source: Advisorkhoj Rolling Returns Calculator
You can see in the chart above that the 3 year rolling returns of the
fund ranged between 20 to 40%. Observe that the scheme (orange
line) consistently beat the benchmark (blue line) during this period.
This shows strong fund management performance.
Rolling Returns versus the Category
In this tool, the rolling returns of a scheme versus its category (large
cap, small and midcap, diversified, balanced, ELSS, etc) are shown. The
chart below shows the 3 year rolling returns of Sundaram Select
Midcap Fund (Growth Option) along with the category average of
Small and Midcap category from 8/11/2012.

Unlike trailing returns, rolling returns of mutual funds do not suffer
from any recency bias as it shows returns of a scheme in different
market conditions. Rolling returns of a mutual fund scheme are usually
shown versus the scheme benchmark or the scheme category. Rolling
returns show how consistently the fund has performed in different
market conditions versus the benchmark or the category. Historical
performance analysis shows that consistent performers usually give
superior returns in the long term.
Rolling returns are usually showed graphically as a line chart because
visual interpretation is easier with a chart. They are also shown versus
benchmark in tabular form.The two most popular rolling returns tools
are Rolling Returns versus the benchmark and Rolling Returns versus
the category.

Source: Advisorkhoj Rolling Returns Calculator
As you can see in the chart above, Sundaram Select Midcap Fund beat
the category consistently over the last 5 years.This tool also has some
useful Rolling Returns parameters like Average Rolling Returns,
Median Rolling Returns, Maximum Rolling Returns and Minimum
Rolling Returns. These parameters summarize a fund’s performance in
different market conditions.
Using the rolling returns tool available on mutual fund research
websites, you can compare the rolling returns performance of two or
more schemes. Apart from rolling returns versus benchmark and
category tools, there are a few other rolling returns tools like rolling
returns versus unified category benchmark and rolling returns versus
different other asset classes. One can play around with these tools.
Conclusion
We urge our readers to use mutual fund rolling returns tools available
on various research websites (Advisorkhoj, for instance) to evaluate
the performance of mutual fund schemes they have invested in or
where they plan to invest. Rolling return is a great tool to evaluate
mutual fund performance and you will see that rolling returns provide
very useful insights into a mutual fund scheme’s performance.

Rolling Returns versus the Benchmark
In this tool, the rolling returns of a scheme versus its benchmark are
shown. Investors should look at rolling returns period that matches
with the desired investment horizon. For equity funds, we recommend
a long investment horizon of at least 3 years or more. The start date
should be sufficiently long back in the past, to see the performance of
the fund under different market conditions. But do not choose a start
date way too back in the past, because the scheme investment
characteristics and fund manager may have changed during the period.
A start date, 5 to 7 years prior to the current date, is a good starting
point for rolling returns because a period of 5 years or more is likely
to include at least one bear market. You should try to ensure that the
start date does not begin before the tenure of the current fund
manager of the scheme.
The chart below shows the 3 year rolling returns of Sundaram Select
Midcap Fund (Growth Option) from 8/11/2012. S. Krishnakumar has
been managing this scheme from January 2012, so the rolling returns
analysis coincides with his tenure at the helm of the fund. 2012 to
2017 is a 5 year period over which the stock market experienced
different conditions.
Sundaram Asset Management
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From our Economist’s Desk
AS THE DUST SETTLES

A fiscally prudent pre-election budget

We believe the Govt. is clearly confident of the growth uptick
which explains the moderate expenditure growth assumptions in
the budget. The robust growth in indirect tax revenues
accompanied by tight allocations in few areas like healthcare,
subsidies etc has caused the scepticism but we remain confident
of the budget math. The market’s disbelief resulting into rising
bond yields will unwind over the next couple of quarters as the
GST compliance, collections and GDP growth strengthen. Issues
like long term capital gains and dividend distribution tax on
equity units are issues market participants will digest in the short
term.

as a populist one. Fiscal containment with just a revenue bias during a
pre-election year, reflects a great amount of appreciable fiscal restraint
from the government.
Credible and realistic fiscal math; Aggressive CGST growth
assumptions, probably on tax base increases
Excepting for the seemingly aggressive CGST growth assumption of
around 32%, the budget numbers as a whole appear very credible and
realistic to us. With overall credible and realistic assumptions on both
receipts and expenditure, it is only the CGST growth assumptions that
stand out. One must however note here that GST implementation
appears to have increased the indirect tax base by > 50%; moving to
9.8mn GST registrants from 6.4mn. Therefore one could use this to
add credibility to the aggressive GST growth numbers. Further, plastics,
chemicals, petroleum products etc… have seen a sharp rise in price
growth that is likely to translate into higher tax revenues. A final point
in favour could be the seasonal nature of indirect tax collections itself
that spike by the end of the last couple of months; to more than twice
the monthly average till then.

In short the current phase of correction and consolidation,
particularly sharp in mid & small caps, is a good buying
opportunity to participate in this growth economy where strong
earnings rebound will drive returns. This too shall pass!
Budget In Detail
As always, clarity emerges around events as the dust settles. While it
is clearly a pre-election budget in its bias towards revenue spending;
this populism is certainly not at the cost credibility. The highlights of
the budget are its realistic receipt assumptions, modest expenditure
growth, fiscal prudence and targeted programs for the affected parts
of the economy / society. The budget focuses on five broad areas:
Strengthening the rural and agricultural economies, healthcare to the
economically less privileged, concessions for senior citizens,
infrastructure creation and improving the quality of education.

Budget maintains its Agri-Rural narrative in schemes and
attempts to offset the capex drop of last year
Given the revenue bias, one can clearly read the budget to be proconsumption and with a rural and agri bias in many of its schemes.
Comparing FY18 to FY19BE, one can see that FY18 appears to have
outdone FY19 from its focus on the rural-agri theme. However, capex
took a sharp hit last year in the run up to maintaining fiscal prudence.
This has been offset to an extent through an increase in allocations for
Defence, Railways and Roads. The government appears to be clear in
its message that it would not be slipping on the deficit to push capex;
especially in a pre-election year. Private capex would have to turn on
its own; which is probably underway. A pickup in economic growth
would in itself bring in the needed private investment.

The FY19 budget continues to remain positive agriculture, rural India
and infrastructure. Focussing on agriculture, the decision to set MSPs
higher, reduce middle men in agriculture by increasing its electronic
presence and operation green, are all in the direction of stabilising
agricultural prices. Expanding the DBT, widening the eNAM net and
upgrading 22k rural haats into agricultural markets all are directed at
price stability which in turn would help greatly in containing inflation.
This comes at a time when vegetable prices have been upsetting
inflation trajectories of the RBI for the last few months. The health
care segment saw a positive announcement in moving towards
universal health coverage, supported by a hike in cess. Mr.Jaitley
announced a new flagship National Health Protection Scheme that
plans to cover 10 crore poor and vulnerable families, providing them
with insurance coverage upto Rs.5 lakh per year. This is expected to
touch nearly 50 crore beneficiaries.This initiative would be the world’s
largest government funded healthcare program. The budget’s initiative
in agriculture and health, jointly, would greatly help in reducing poverty
and bringing down the income inequality in India. The budget also
maintains its thrust towards the housing segment, last mile
connectivity and expanding the DBT.

Bond markets appear to be concerned about inflation and
view GST projection with suspicion
The bond market reaction, at the moment only appears to be
attributed to two things. Pessimism around the GST collections and a
possible increase in inflation. While only better GST numbers would
give some comfort to the markets on the budget projections, the
inflation concern appears to be a real one. While the government’s
decision to alter the formula for setting MSP prices (50% above cost)
sound alarming, one must note here that the market price for most of
the crops are close to and in some cases above this 50% level.
Therefore it appears unlikely to have a large inflationary impact at the
moment. The above issues apart, the net market borrowing numbers
in the budget appear very encouraging with a drop in net market
borrowing slated for FY19.

Fiscal prudence in a pre-election year
The budget looks like one of continued consolidation with a heavy
revenue expenditure bias. So to this extent, one can read the budget
Sundaram Asset Management
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Equity Outlook
Continued macro positivity in the US and Eurozone, dollar
weakness and US debt ceiling discussions were the highlights
of January globally.
• On the domestic front, the awaited bank recapitalisation
announcement by the government and continued cuts in GST
rates were key focus points during the month.
• The markets saw a net inflow of $3.5bn.
Global
• January saw a strong month for the markets. Developed
markets saw robust returns which were more than matched by
emerging markets.
• The global macro remains positive with US and Eurozone
seeing incremental growth impetus.
• US and Eurozone manufacturing PMIs continue to inch upward.
Economic confidence in the Eurozone touched a two decade
high in January, reflecting macro strength.
• The month saw the Trump administration talking down the
dollar and slap tariffs on solar panels and washing machines,
triggering concerns around trade wars.
• Talks around the US debt ceiling also took place in January that
led to another postponement in the timelines into early
February.
Central banks
• A good part of the market’s mind space was dominated by
concerns around central bank rate action.
• The fixed income space witnessed a sell-off at the start of the
month when the Bank of Japan was seen paring its bond
purchases and the US 10 year crossing crucial yield levels.
• The month saw US 10 year yields increase sharply which in
turn raised the demand for inflation protection.
• The ECB minutes indicated that a change in language was likely
by the March policy, while the Fed. monetary policy tone saw a
marginal increase in hawkishness, indicating that the central
bank was on course for a March rate hike.
• The markets have their eyes glued on policy language more
than before. With 2018 likely to see rate rises in the DMs, the
markets will be hyper sensitive to any language tweaks/
changes / shifts.
Domestic
• While the Indian equity markets saw a very strong month in
terms of returns, the macro was a bit mixed.
• Industrial production saw a jump in growth led by an increase
in capital goods. PMIs rose to its highest levels since
demonetisation. However, wholesale and retail inflation saw
increases, though expected. The trade deficit also saw an
increase on the back of a rise in imports.
• The GST council continued to ease the rates with a cut in
around 29 commodities.
• January saw the government announce an awaited bank
recapitalization program with a capital infusion of Rs.881bn.
The first tranche is expected to be front loaded into the end
of FY18. This recapitalization program is set to increase the
credit capacity of public sector banks by Rs.5tr.
• The month also witnessed a continued rise in yields for India
debt on the back of inflation concerns and comments from the
RBI.
•
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• The Government’s firm commitment to spur the infrastructure
investment cycle is already reflecting in improved execution on
the ground.
• Focus on rural incomes and spend is also helping broad-basing
growth and serves as a long term driver of the consumption
story.
• The stress in the banking system has seen significant & targeted
addressing, as expected, with recognition, provision of bad
loans, resolution and subsequent capitalization.
• The Govt. has been laying the foundations for the road to
sustainable growth through broader reforms & efficient
administration.
• GST transition impact though real in few quarters, we believe
is a short term phenomenon and hence investors are advised
to see it through patiently and have faith in the strong India
growth story. Growth will be spurred by strong infra related
spend, urban consumption, rising rural incomes and improved
demand going forward with the 1Q GDP print being the
bottom.
• The uptrend in corporate results and earnings trend is
gathering steam into SH of FY18.
Conclusion
• Softer than historic inflation and better growth will gradually
lead to a shift in the saving pattern of Indian households from
physical to financial with a sharp bias towards equity. Mutual
funds are well positioned to absorb this incremental shift.
• Corporate earnings are set to enter a double digit growth
trajectory driven by the domestic recovery in this fiscal. Our
funds are very well positioned to reap these benefits.
• Fed. is likely to move ahead gradually, keeping in mind not to
pull down economic growth that has just seen some
momentum.
• FY18 is a year of the fiscal with most governments
acknowledging the need to create demand through fiscal
spending. India is not be far behind in this move and will
continue to remain prudent in such deficit spending.
• With the twin deficits reasonably contained, inflation well
under control, bottomed out growth, a relatively stable
currency and an extremely strong political mandate, India
stands taller than the rest.
• While broader valuations, driven by domestic liquidity, indicate
market discounting near term earnings, one will have to look
into FY19 and beyond.
• Strengthening dollar may spell some short term weakness in
EMs and few other asset classes.
• Near term Indian markets may undergo a time consolidation
or be range bound, which could be a good time to get invested
in a disciplined manner.
• We continue to remain positive on our equity markets with a
medium to long term outlook.
Equity Desk
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Debt Outlook
•

Bond markets were volatile during the month where the New
series 10 year government benchmark (issued during the
month) made some gains initially, which tapered off
immediately due to concern overs fiscal slippage.

•

The benchmark yield closed at 7.43% which had set a cut off
of 7.17% at the time of issuance.

•

Liquidity remained positive in the month of January at average
Rs0.33tn from previous month’s average of Rs0.30tn. However,
it was volatile throughout the month, even turning negative on
a few occasions, mainly due to increase in currency in
circulation, tax collection and tighter movement spending.

•

US Federal Reserve in its monetary policy meeting kept the
benchmark interest rates unchanged after its first policy
meeting of 2018. It continues to expect inflation to go in
upward direction hinting at faster rate hikes in this year. Later,
strong wage growth data pushed US 10 year benchmark yield
also rose to high of 2.88% from 2.45%.

•

ECB in its monetary policy meeting kept rates unchanged. ECB
maintained its stance of continuing to make net asset
purchases under the asset purchase program at a monthly pace
of ⇔30 billion, until the end of September 2018.

•

The focus now has shifted from budget to development in
global markets. Globally, financial markets have become volatile
due to uncertainty over the pace of normalisation of the US
Fed monetary policy.

•

The January payrolls data showed rapidly accelerating wage
growth and better than expected employment .Consequently,
bond yields in the US have hardened sharply with concomitant
rise in bond yields in other economies.

•

RBI left the repo rate unchanged at 6%, as expected by markets
and flagged upside risks to inflation, but maintained its “neutral”
policy stance. It expects while inflation may overshoot in the
near term, end-FY19 inflation is expected at ~4.5%.

•

Going ahead, a host of domestic and global factors have
triggered risk to inflation projections. Crude oil prices have
firmed up sharply in last few months, driven by both demand
and supply side factors while a pick-up in global growth may
exert further pressure on crude oil and commodity prices with
implications for domestic inflation.

•

Domestic inflation will be under pressure from rising input
costs resulting from improving economic activity, impact of
HRA increases by various state governments, proposed
revision of the minimum support prices for kharif crops and
impact of fiscal slippage.

•

The 10 year Gsec yields has risen by almost 100bps to 7.70%
in this financial year. In addition to above factors the Demand Supply equation of GSec has played a role in this sharp
movement of yields.

•

For last couple of quarters, we have been advising investors
with shorter horizon to invest in accrual products like Ultra
short term Fund and Income Plus. We now believe that
investors with a longer term outlook can start investing in a
calibrated fashion in mid duration products like Bond Saver,
Banking PSU and Flexible Income Plan.

Domestic Macro Factors
•

India’s industrial production series printed at 8.4% y-o-y in
November versus 2.2% in October and this surprised the
market positively which was penciling in 4.4%.

•

India’s external trade deficit increased to $14.88bn in
December vs. $ 13.82bn in November, higher than market
expectation of $13bn deficit.

•

INR traded in the range of 63.37 to 64.04 during the month
and finally closed the month at 63.58/$ vs 63.87/$ in January.

•

India’s forex reserves are more than $417 bn in the week
ending February 02, 2018.

Inflation
•

Headline CPI inflation accelerated to 5.21% y-o-y in December
from 4.88% in November, marginally higher than market
expectation of 5.1% due to higher vegetables and housing
inflation.

•

WPI inflation eased to 3.58% in December from 3.93% in
November, below the market expectation of 4%. This
downward movement was largely due to easing food & fuel
prices.

Outlook
•

•

In its latest budget, the government missed the FY18 fiscal
deficit target (3.5% of GDP vs. budgeted 3.2%) and projected a
slower pace of fiscal consolidation to 3.3% of GDP in FY19. It
re-iterated its medium-term fiscal consolidation commitment
but pushed the fiscal deficit target of 3% of GDP out to FY21.
The decision on linking minimum support prices (MSP) to a
minimum of cost plus 50% raised some concern due its fiscal
and inflationary impact. The other apprehension is
government’s aggressive tax revenue (GST) assumptions which
could undershoot if tax compliance fails to pick up.
Sundaram Asset Management
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